As of 12/5/2017 – based on 25 paid guests, the updated net per person USD rates to include all items on the above itinerary noted as “included” as well as on the Point x Point Fee based inclusions Chart are:

Double K $1733.00*  
(2 guests in a room w/ 1 King bed)

Single $2456.00*  
(1 guest in a room w/ 1 King or Queen bed)

*includes Pay Pal processing fees of 5%, excludes state tax (approx. 9%)

When making your decision, please consider the following:

Professional Liability insurance, Operational Safety, Responsibility and Risk Management

- We maintain a $5M Professional Liability Insurance Policy which is 5x greater than the National Industry Standard ($1M), underwritten by Zurich®
- We participate in periodic security related briefings conducted by NYPD & FBI so that we may continuously understand and adjust to the ever-changing security landscape on-the-ground in NYC
- Our NYPD briefings have led to the implementation of a company based NYC ground operation emergency preparedness protocol dubbed “Set for Success.”
- Upon request, we’ll gladly add your group as “additionally insured” during the time they are with us in NYC.

We are all about creating a balanced, safe and superior New York City experience that exceeds your expectations at every turn.